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Preparation of the target-protein, particularly the protein protonation method can af-
fect considerably the spatial arrangement of the attached hydrogen atoms and the charge
state of individual molecular groups in amino acid residues. This means that the cal-
culated protein-ligand binding energies can vary signi�cantly depending on the method
of the protein preparation, and it also can lead to the di�erent docked positions of the
ligand in the case of docking (positioning of the ligand in the protein active site). This
work investigates the e�ect of the hydrogen atoms arrangement method in the target-
protein on the protein-ligand binding energy. All hydrogen atoms of target-protein are �xed
or movable. The comparison of the protein-ligand binding energies obtained for the test set
of target-proteins prepared using six di�erent programs is performed and it is shown that
the protein-ligand binding energy depends signi�cantly on the method of hydrogen atoms
incorporation, and di�erences can reach 100 kcal/mol. It is also shown that taking into ac-
count solvent in the frame of one of the two continuum implicit models smooths out these
di�erences, but they are still about 10 − 20 kcal/mol. Moreover, we carried out the dock-
ing of the crystallized (native) ligands from the protein-ligand complexes using the SOL
program and showed that the di�erent methods of the hydrogen atoms addition to the pro-
tein can give signi�cantly di�erent results both for the positioning of the native ligand and
for its protein-ligand binding energy.
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docking; force �eld.

Introduction

E�ectiveness of molecular modelling application to development of new drugs [1] de-
pends on many factors. One of such important factors is quality of the three-dimensional
model of the target protein structure. Commonly, hydrogen atoms are missed in pro-
tein structures taken from the Protein Data Bank [2, 3]. So, it is necessary to add hydro-
gen atoms to a protein structure by any suitable program. Di�erent methods of hydrogen
atoms addition to the protein are used in programs of this kind. Not only di�erent algo-
rithms can be used in such programs but also the di�erent methods of molecular mod-
elling a�ecting both a spatial arrangement of added hydrogen atoms and charge states
of some amino acids molecular groups. The aim of this paper is to investigate the in�u-
ence of hydrogen atoms incorporation method on the protein-ligand binding energy when
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the energy is calculated using the crystallized (native) ligand position from the protein-
ligand complex. A comparison of protein-ligand binding energies obtained for a test set
of protein-ligand complexes prepared by six di�erent programs is ful�lled. Essential depen-
dence of the binding energy on the method of hydrogen atoms incorporation to the target
protein is demonstrated. Strong in�uence of mobility of target protein hydrogen atoms
on the protein-ligand binding energy is demonstrated. The in�uence of solvent models
on variations of the protein-ligand binding energy with the technique of hydrogen atoms
incorporation is also investigated. Two di�erent implicit solvent models are used for this
purpose. Besides, the protein preparation technique in�uences strongly docking results
as well. Docking of native ligands in their own proteins prepared by di�erent hydrogen
atoms incorporation methods is carried out by docking program SOL [4�6]. Protein-ligand
binding energies and ligand positions after docking are analyzed for all the protein prepa-
ration techniques.

1. Methods

1.1. A Test Set of Protein-Ligand Complexes

The calculations are carried out for the test set of 16 protein-ligand complexes [7],
taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [2, 3]. Only the complexes with high X-Ray
resolution (less than 2 �A) were selected. Some of the complexes are the same proteins
co-crystallized with di�erent ligands, the other ones are structures of di�erent proteins co-
crystallized with their native ligands. The structure of low-molecular ligands in the test set
varies from small rigid molecules (4FSW, 26 atoms included hydrogen atoms) up to large
molecules with signi�cant conformational mobility (1VJ9, 74 atoms including hydrogen
atoms). Here is the full list of complexes:

• 4 complexes of CHK1 (checkpoint kinase 1) protein (4FT0, 4FT9, 4FSW, 4FTA);

• 2 complexes of ERK2 (extracellular signal-regulated kinase 2) protein (4FV5, 4FV6);

• 2 complexes of thrombin protein (1DWC, 1TOM);

• 6 complexes of urokinase protein (1C5Y, 1F5L, 1O3P, 1SQO, 1VJ9, 1VJA);

• 2 complexes of factor Xa protein (2P94, 3CEN).

1.2. Hydrogen Atoms Incorporation into a Target Protein and a Ligand

Initially, all atoms and molecules with "HETATM" notation, including a ligand, were
removed from the �le with the PDB complex structure. Then the next programs, having
the functional of hydrogen atoms addition, were applied to prepared structures:

1. The APLITE program [6, 8] adds hydrogen atoms according to the standard pro-
tonation states of amino acids at pH = 7,4. Protonation states of hisitidines were
selected by the comparison of hydrogen atoms electrochemical potentials in "HD1"
and "HE2" positions. Then APLITE optimizes the protein energy in the frame
of MMFF94 force �eld in respect to all hydrogen atoms positions. All possible po-
sitions of moved hydrogen atoms are examined during the optimization, for exam-
ple, hydrogen positions of tyrosine's hydroxyl group. During the optimization pro-
tein heavy atoms (excluded hydrogens) are �xed at their positions corresponding
to the PDB coordinates.
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2. The MacroModel program (Schrodinger Release 2015-3: Schrodinger Suite 2015-3
Protein Preparation Wizard; Epik version 3.3, Schrodinger, LLC, N.Y., 2015; Im-
pact version 6.8, Schrodinger, LLC, N.Y., 2015; Prime version 4.1, Schrodinger, LLC,
N.Y., 2015) performs optimization of the protein energy in respect with variations of
hydrogen atoms positions [9]. The MacroModel is designated as MModel in the fol-
lowing tables. Initially hydrogen atoms are added to any heavy protein atom, where
it is necessary, by the Preprocess procedure and the subroutine applyhtreat. Then
the hydrogen atoms positions are optimized in the frame of OPLS 2005 force �eld by
an automatic mode in particular by a re-orientation of hydroxyl and amide groups
in Asn and Gln amino acids. The charge states of Asp and Glu amino acids as well
as the His charge state and position are also determined during the optimization.

3. The program Chimera 1.10.1 [10] (di�erent methods realized in this program are
designated as Chimera1 or Chimera 2 in the following) uses atom and amino acid
names to determine an atom type and consequently the number of the required
hydrogen atoms for this atom type. On default Glu, Asp amino acids and C −
terminal carboxyl group have negative charges, Lys, Arg and N − terminal amino
group have positive charges. The protonation of histidines depends on its state (Hid,
Hie, Hip) the method used and the local environment in case of His notation.
Two techniques of hydrogen atoms addition are realized in the program. First (i),
hydrogen atoms are added according to atom types to escape collisions with other
atoms. This technique considers the steric limitation only and known as "steric
only" (Chimera 1). Second (ii), hydrogen atoms are added according with atom
types to escape collisions with other atoms and to form hydrogen bonds where
possible. This method is called here as Chimera 2. The energy minimization is not
performed. Both methods are used to add hydrogen atoms to protein structures in
this paper.

4. The program Reduce 3.23.130521 [11] (further it is designated as Reduce) adds
hydrogen atoms according to valency and atom types. Amino groups and carboxyl
groups are ionized (NH+

3 and COO− correspondingly), histidines have no ionized
state on default. The program optimizes an orientation of such chemical groups
as OH−, SH−, NH+

3 , methyl, amide group of Asp, Glu side chains, histidine rings
as well.

5. The program AutodockTools 1.5.6 [12] (further it is designated as AutodockTools)
adds hydrogen atoms by the procedure based on the Babel program [13]. At this
technique amino and carboxyl groups, Arg and His amino acids are ionized, with
the corresponding charges NH+

3 , COO−, Arg+ and His+. There is no optimiza-
tion of attached hydrogen atoms.

6. The MOPAC2016 program [14] (MOPAC2016, Stewart J.J.P., Stew-
art Computational Chemistry, Colorado Springs, CO, USA, Available at:
http://OpenMOPAC.net) adds hydrogen atoms according to valence of pro-
tein heavy atoms converting the protein to the neutral state. The MOPAC2016 is
designated as Mopac in the following tables. Then amino and carboxyl groups as well
as Arg amino acids are ionized up to the charge states NH+

3 , COO− and Arg+,
correspondingly. The next step is the protein energy optimization with respect
to positions of all hydrogen atoms by the LBFGS (Limited-memory Broyden �
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Fletcher � Goldfar � Shanno) algorithm when the protein energy is calculated
in the frame of the new semiempirical quantum chemical method PM7 [14].

An initial ligand conformation was obtained from the crystalline structure of the cor-
responding PDB complex. Hydrogen atoms were added to the ligand by the Avogadro
program [15,16] at pH = 7,4.

Di�erent methods of hydrogen atoms incorporation create in some cases di�erent pro-
tein charge states but the ligand charge state is one and the same for a given complex
because it is de�ned by the Avogadro program. Table 1 demonstrates total protein charges
obtained by di�erent methods of protein preparation as well as total ligand charges. It is
obvious from Table 1 that APLITE, MacroModel, Chimera 2 and MOPAC create the iden-
tical protonation of amino acid residues almost in all cases. This results in equal charges
of the same proteins. At the same time Chimera 1 and Autodock carried out a completely
di�erent protonation. Protein charges after Chimera 1 and Autodock application are very
di�erent from one another and from the charges obtained after application of the programs
from the �rst group. Reduce falls in grey area in this sense: this program does the same pro-
tonation as the programs from the �rst group do for approximately half of the complexes.

Table 1

The total protein charges for six di�erent methods of hydrogen atoms incorporation.
The total ligand charges are created by the Avogadro program

PDB id
Protein charges Ligand charges

APL MM Chi1 Chi2 Rdc ADT Mop Avogadro
1C5Y 2 2 11 2 2 10 2 1
1DWC −3 −3 2 −3 −4 8 −3 0
1F5L 3 3 12 3 3 17 3 1
1O3P 4 4 13 4 4 12 2 1
1SQO 3 3 12 3 3 18 3 1
1TOM 4 4 9 4 2 13 4 2
1VJ9 3 3 12 3 3 19 3 1
1VJA 3 3 12 3 3 20 3 1
2P94 1 1 6 1 1 4 1 0
3CEN 1 1 6 1 1 7 1 0
4FSW −1 −1 6 −1 −3 2 −1 0
4FT0 −6 −6 1 −6 −7 −4 −6 −1
4FT9 −3 −3 4 −3 −5 0 −1 0
4FTA −1 −1 6 −1 −3 2 −1 −1
4FV5 −2 −2 9 −2 −4 5 −2 0
4FV6 −1 −1 10 −1 −3 8 2 0

* Only for tables in this article all programs for the hydrogen atoms incorporation have short

names: Aplite � APL, MModel � MM, Chimera 1 � Chi1, Chimera 2 � Chi2, Reduce � Rdc,

AutoDockTools � ADT, Mopac � Mop.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. The Calculation of Protein-Ligand Binding Energy

The protein-ligand binding energy ∆G was calculated as follows:

∆G = G(PL)−G(P )−G(L), (1)

where G(PL), G(P ) and G(L) are energies of the protein-ligand complex, the protein and
the ligand, respectively calculated in the frame of MMFF94 force �eld [17] in vacuum.

In the present work we consider only the enthalpy component of the binding energy
without taking into account the entropy contribution. It is enough to estimate the depen-
dence of the calculated protein-ligand binding energy on the method of hydrogen atoms in-
corporation into the protein structure. Positions of protein heavy atoms in equation (1) cor-
respond to respective PDB [2, 3] data. Hydrogen atoms positions are obtained by one
of the six programs described above. The free ligand conformation in equation (1) remains
the same for all hydrogen atoms incorporation methods used for the protein preparation.
This conformation corresponds to the energy global minimum in vacuum in MMFF94
force �eld found by the FLM program [7, 8]. The energy of the protein-ligand complex
in (1) is equal to the energy local minimum in vacuum in MMFF94 force �eld when
the energy optimization is performed by LBFGS method starting from the native ligand
pose in the crystallized complex structure. The energy optimization is performed in respect
with all ligand atoms positions while positions of all protein atoms are kept �xed.

The case of all movable protein hydrogen atoms is also considered. In this case
the con�guration of the protein in equation (1) corresponds to the energy local minimum
of the protein in the MMFF94 force �eld in vacuum. The local optimization is performed
in respect with positions of all protein hydrogen atoms. In this case (all hydrogen atoms
of the protein are movable) the optimization of the protein-ligand complex energy is carried
out with respect to positions of all ligand atoms and also positions of all protein hydrogen
atoms. The root means square deviations (RMSD) between the optimized native ligand
and the crystallized native ligand positions in the complex were also compared for two
cases: for movable and �xed hydrogen atoms.

Thus estimating the protein-ligand binding energy we neglect the solvent contribu-
tion and also we use the local energy minimum of the complex instead of employment
of the global energy minimum.

Obviously the conclusions made on the basis of such calculations about the in�u-
ence of the hydrogen atoms incorporation method should be applicable to the case when
the con�gurations of the complex and the protein in equation (1) correspond to the global
energy minimum obtained with variations of coordinates of respective atoms.

For several hydrogen incorporation methods the binding energy is calculated in vac-
uum and in solvent both. Interaction with water solvent is described in the frame of two
implicit (continual) models: the Surface Generalized Born model (SGB) [18] implemented
in the program DISOLV [19] and the Polarized ContinuumModel (PCM) [20,21]. The com-
plex and the ligand conformations obtained during the vacuum optimization are used for
the energy calculation in solvent without their additional optimization. The protein con-
formation loaded from the PDB and prepared by the respective program (hydrogen atoms
incorporation) is used for the protein energy calculation in solvent.
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Di�erent methods of hydrogen atoms incorporation into the protein structure suppos-
edly can in�uence the protein-ligand binding energy and the ligand position both after
the docking procedure. The docking program SOL [4�6] is used to check this assumption.
The SOL program determines the global minimum of the protein-ligand binding energy
in the MMFF94 force �eld by the genetic algorithm. The protein conformation is rigid
during the docking procedure but the ligand is �exible. The ligand can change its confor-
mation by torsion rotations, as well as by rotations and translations as a whole.

2.2. Results and Discussion

The protein-ligand binding energies corresponding to the protein models prepared by
di�erent hydrogen atoms incorporation methods are presented in Table 2.

The binding energy ∆G in vacuum strongly depends on the hydrogen atoms incorpo-
ration method as it can be seen from Table 2. The binding energy di�erences can reach 100
kcal/mol for di�erent methods of hydrogen atoms incorporation. Such large energy di�er-
ences �rst of all are de�ned by di�erences of total protein charges. Total protein charge is
the sum of individual amino acids charges and it depends on the hydrogen atoms incorpora-
tion method. For example, we can compare the values of the binding energy in "APLITE"
and "AutoDock" columns of Table 2.

If we compare only results for proteins prepared by di�erent methods but so that
the same amino acids residues are charged equally and respectively total protein charges
are the same (this situation occurs when APLITE, MacroModel and Chimera 2 programs
are used, and when MOPAC is used for most of the complexes) then di�erences in binding
energies caused by only di�erent hydrogen atoms positions are not so large and they are
equal to several kcal/mol for the half of the complexes under consideration (for example,
for 2P94 complex). At the same time there are complexes with the energy di�erence
of about dozens of kcal/mol. For example, the binding energies of 1SQO complex prepared
by Chimera 2 and APLITE di�er on 50 kcal/mol. This large di�erence in binding energies
(for the same complex) obviously is due to only the di�erence in the spatial arrangement
of hydrogen atoms added to the protein by di�erent methods.

Search for the energy minimum of the complex and the free protein taking into ac-
count the mobility of the hydrogen atoms of the protein gives the same picture (Table 2). In
this case the binding energies can change signi�cantly depending on a given protein and
a speci�c method of hydrogen atoms incorporation (comparing with the case when all
protein atoms are �xed): from a few kcal/mol to more than 25 kcal/mol. Accounting
of the mobility of the protein hydrogen atoms during energy optimization of the complex
does not lead to the essential changes in their positions. For example, for the 1O3P com-
plex (prepared using APLITE) RMSD between protein hydrogen atoms positions before
and after optimization with movable hydrogen atoms is only RMSD ≈ 0,06 �A, though a
few hydrogen atoms have maximal shift (1,7 �A) and a few dozen hydrogen atoms have
noticeable shift of about 0,5 �A.

There are signi�cant di�erences in the spatial arrangement of the hydrogen atoms
added by di�erent methods for the same protein structure. RMSD values between hy-
drogen atoms added with APLITE and with all other programs are about 0,7 �A for all
considered complexes. These roots mean square deviations consisting of large distances
(1,6 � 1,7 �A) for the substantial part (over a quarter) of all protein hydrogen atoms and
the tenths of angstrom for the rest of the hydrogen atoms. For example, for the 1O3P com-
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Table 2

The protein-ligand binding energy ∆G in kcal/mol, calculated
by equation (1) in MMFF94 force �eld in vacuum for the di�erent methods of hydrogen
atoms incorporation into the protein. For each protein-ligand complex (the �rst column
from the right) there are two rows in the table: the upper row shows the binding energy

with �xed protein hydrogen atoms and the lower one shows the binding energy
calculated for moveable protein hydrogen atoms

PDB id H �xed/mov
∆G, kcal/mol

APL* MM Chi1 Chi2 Rdc ADT Mop

1C5Y
Hfixed −113,5 −152,9 15,4 −151,7 −154,7 1,6 −146,5
Hmov −119,7 −156,2 18,1 −142,5 −133,6 −19,7 −146,1

1DWC
Hfixed −57,4 −68,2 −90,9 −82,7 −91,5 −115,6 −61,9
Hmov −62,6 −64,7 −98,4 −91,1 −89,6 −95,8 −54,7

1F5L
Hfixed −98,6 −119,6 45,6 −134,8 −132,3 120,5 −100,6
Hmov −113,7 −115,8 62,3 −113,6 −112,9 142,9 −107,7

1O3P
Hfixed −114,3 −148,4 32,0 −154,8 −148,0 21,3 −165,0
Hmov −118,1 −136,2 42,3 −133,1 −123,4 25,0 −169,6

1SQO
Hfixed −98,3 −115,0 41,4 −149,0 −149,5 115,4 −114,9
Hmov −121,1 −127,2 29,6 −131,1 −132,7 132,0 −126,1

1TOM
Hfixed −147,1 −162,8 20,0 −177,6 −269,1 115,8 −144,1
Hmov −151,3 −148,3 38,3 −149,5 −241,3 130,6 −140,7

1VJ9
Hfixed −133,2 −166,2 4,8 −180,2 −183,6 93,7 −138,9
Hmov −157,3 −155,2 22,8 −152,7 −145,2 112,4 −155,3

1VJA
Hfixed −134,4 −166,0 18,2 −186,6 −171,1 134,6 −154,8
Hmov −161,0 −160,0 39,9 −163,6 −151,1 144,9 −163,3

2P94
Hfixed −43,1 −46,7 −56,4 −49,2 −53,0 −84,1 −43,1
Hmov −44,7 −47,9 −50,2 −46,8 −49,4 −86,4 −35,2

3CEN
Hfixed −49,7 −51,0 −49,9 −52,0 −54,8 −76,6 −49,0
Hmov −51,2 −50,4 −49,5 −49,8 −55,9 −74,2 −56,4

4FSW
Hfixed −43,8 −42,0 −43,9 −43,2 −48,4 −50,2 −44,2
Hmov −44,4 −43,4 −42,3 −43,4 −44,6 −50,9 −45,4

4FT0
Hfixed 103,5 104,1 −18,0 101,1 122,4 93,6 98,7
Hmov 88,1 94,3 −24,3 87,2 115,8 78,8 92,7

4FT9
Hfixed −47,9 −45,6 −48,9 −47,2 −46,3 −47,5 −45,5
Hmov −49,0 −47,8 −41,1 −47,9 −46,3 −48,2 −28,3

4FTA
Hfixed 89,5 88,8 11,5 95,1 118,1 60,1 93,4
Hmov 80,5 85,8 1,2 82,6 106,7 56,0 85,5

4FV5
Hfixed −60,9 −65,1 −59,3 −63,4 −71,6 −59,6 −61,6
Hmov −62,4 −64,3 −60,8 −64,9 −66,5 −59,3 −64,6

4FV6
Hfixed −71,8 −77,0 −72,1 −76,3 −82,9 −75,1 −72,8
Hmov −74,9 −77,0 −74,3 −77,2 −79,0 −73,7 −74,1

* How to read the short program names, shown in the Table 1.
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plex we compare positions of the hydrogen atoms added using the APLITE and MOPAC
programs and we �nd that distances between 503 hydrogen atoms (from 1893 added hydro-
gen atoms) are 1,1 � 1,8 �A, and ones between other protein hydrogen atoms are less than
0,1 �A. The calculation of RMSD between the atoms of the optimized crystallized ligand
and the atoms of the initial ligand pose in the crystal complex are performed. It is found
that none of the ligand is displaced more than 2 �A from the initial crystallized pose after
optimization. The exception is the 4FSW complex, which was prepared using "Autodock-
Tools" (RMSD > 5 �A for proteins with movable and �xed hydrogen atoms) and "Reduce"
(RMSD = 2,9 �A for the protein with �xed hydrogen atoms, but RMSD = 0,7 �A when
hydrogen atoms mobility is taken into account).

On the whole, accounting mobility of protein hydrogen atoms during the protein-ligand
energy optimization does not result in a large change of the optimized ligand position
comparing with the case of the complex energy optimization with �xed protein hydrogen
atoms: respective values of RMSD (between the initial and optimized ligand poses) di�er
from one another on not more than 0,1 �A .

Analysis of Table 2 demonstrates that the binding energies for proteins prepared
by Chimera 1 and AutoDockTools di�er signi�cantly from ones for proteins prepared
by other �ve methods. It is not surprisingly because total protein charges obtained with
these two methods are quite di�erent from one another and from protein total charges
obtained by other methods. We calculated pairwise correlation coe�cients of the bind-
ing energies for all considered hydrogen atoms incorporation methods and can conclude
the next:

1. The methods included in programs APLITE, MacroModel, Chimera 2, Reduce
and Mopac have the perfect pairwise correlations (correlation coe�cients are equal
to 0,96 � 0,99).

2. The methods included in programs Chimera 1 è AutoDockTools correlate with
one another rather well (correlation coe�cient is equal to 0,87).

3. Any correlation between the two groups of methods is absent. These results are also
connected with the di�erence in protonation states of distinct molecular groups and
therefore with the di�erence in total protein charges.

It can be assumed that so large di�erence of binding energies for di�erent hydro-
gen atoms positions is determined by the solvent (water) exclusion from the calculation.
The solvent (water) screens strongly Coulomb interactions of atom charges in a molecu-
lar system owing to high water permittivity (78,5 at 300 K). To verify this assumption
binding energy calculations for the several hydrogen atoms incorporation methods are ac-
complished with solvent using two implicit water models. Respective results are presented
in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that solvent accounting strongly reduces values of protein-
ligand binding energies. Obviously, �rst of all it is the consequence of screening of atoms
Coulomb interactions by solvent polarized charges, i.e. the desolvation e�ect [18�20].
The binding energy di�erence for the two di�erent solvent models is insigni�cant
for the majority of the complexes and is equal to several kcal/mol (see the Table 3),
although for some complexes this di�erence can reach 10 kcal/mol. So, it is possi-
ble to use the SGB [18, 19] solvent model during the docking procedure which faster
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Table 3

The protein-ligand binding energy ∆G in kcal/mol,
calculated by equation (1) in MMFF94 force �eld in vacuum and for the two solvent
models SGB [18,19] and PCM [20,21] for the di�erent techniques of hydrogen atoms

incorporation into protein structures

PDB id
APLITE MModel

vacuum SGB PCM vacuum SGB PCM
1C5Y −113,51 −45,4 −43,33 −152,94 −73,9 −70,82
1DWC −57,36 1,78 2,78 −68,2 −2,41 −0,26
1F5L −98,6 −50,5 −50,15 −119,56 −63,45 −62,29
1O3P −114,3 −41,46 −38,4 −148,42 −72,02 −71,14
1SQO −98,26 −45,18 −42,8 −115 −58,47 −56,06
1TOM −147,06 −43,79 −40,54 −162,78 −49,13 −44,45
1VJ9 −133,15 −33,03 −29,49 −166,25 −53,35 −48,93
1VJA −134,39 −46,73 −42,52 −166 −67,71 −61,58
2P94 −43,11 −14,57 −10,84 −46,74 −8,98 −6,88
3CEN −49,74 −18,75 −15,51 −51,01 −14,15 −10,24
4FSW −43,81 −3,15 2,71 −41,97 −2,96 1,64
4FT0 103,5 11,2 16,05 104,14 13,63 19,46
4FT9 −47,87 −14,44 −8,79 −45,57 −13,33 −8,07
4FTA 89,45 0,92 5,46 88,76 −0,17 6,74
4FV5 −60,89 −10,06 −2,16 −65,08 −10,28 −0,92
4FV6 −71,81 −10,45 −3,4 −77 −13,34 −4,17

than PCM [20, 21], but less accurate. Although the solvent consideration decreases no-
tably the binding energy di�erences for the di�erent hydrogen incorporation methods
(see Table 3), though the binding energy can still vary from a few kcal/mol up to 10 �
20 kcal/mol.

Taking into account all these results it can be assumed that docking should also de-
pend on the hydrogen atoms incorporation method. To check this assumption the docking
procedure is carried out for some test proteins prepared by di�erent programs. The dock-
ing of native ligands into corresponding proteins is done by the SOL docking program
using the rigid protein approach in the frame of MMFF94 force �eld [4�6]. The docking
parameters were the same for all considered complexes. The obtained results are presented
in Table 4.

Results presented in Table 4 data demonstrate that docking scores and docked ligand
RMSD from its crystalline position depend on the method used for hydrogen atoms incor-
poration into protein structures. For example, complex 3CEN, prepared by APLITE, has a
"good" RMSD value (1,55 �A) and a "good" score value (−6,12 kcal/mol), but the same
complex, prepared by the AutodockTools program, has a "bad" RMSD value (4,11 �A)
and a "bad" score value (−3, 89 kcal/mol). So, our assumption is con�rmed: docking
results depend strongly on the method of hydrogen atoms incorporation into the pro-
tein PDB [2, 3] structure. It is possible that the di�erence of these results will be smaller
if hydrogen atoms move during the docking procedure. However, realization of mobility
of the target protein atoms in the docking procedure needs adoption the new docking
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Table 4

SOL scores and RMSD of docked ligand positions from the crystalline one after
the docking procedure for four test protein-ligand complexes. Results for all hydrogen

atoms incorporation methods are presented. Numbers of ligand inner torsions
are adduced together with PDB ID in the brackets

PDB id
Docking results for the di�erent programs
of hydrogen atoms addition to proteins

1C5Y (1) APL* ADT Chi1 Chi2 Rdc Mop

RMSD, �A 2,63 1,94 1,93 2,59 1,95 2,59
score, kcal/mol −5,89 −6,43 −6,46 −7,22 −6,72 −7,04

1SQO (3) APL* ADT Chi1 Chi2 Rdc Mop

RMSD, �A 1,06 1,09 1,3 1,09 1,1 0,95
score, kcal/mol −6,52 −7,65 −6,7 −7,95 −7,77 −7,16

1VJ9 (17) APL* ADT Chi1 Chi2 Rdc Mop

RMSD, �A 3,1 3,59 3,21 1,52 5,49 3,34
score, kcal/mol −4,71 −3,74 −5,14 −4,53 −4,59 −4,72

3CEN (7) APL* ADT Chi1 Chi2 Rdc Mop

RMSD, �A 1,55 4,12 1,51 1,38 1,37 1,37
score, kcal/mol −6,13 −3,9 −5,8 −5,97 −6,1 −6,08

* How to read the short program names, shown in the Table 1.

approach: instead of the traditional docking technique using the preliminary calculated
energy grid of probe ligand atoms in the �eld of the target protein (see, for example,
SOL [4�6]) the straightforward docking procedure must be used. In this docking proce-
dure the protein-ligand energy is calculated directly in the frame of the given force �eld
for any ligand pose in the target protein active site (see, for example FLM [7,8] and SOL-
T [22]). But such approach demands much more computational expenses, especially when
the target protein atoms are moveable.

Conclusions

In�uence of methods of hydrogen atoms incorporation into PDB [2, 3] protein struc-
tures on the protein-ligand binding energy are considered in details. Six di�erent hydrogen
atoms incorporation methods are compared for a set of 16 protein-ligand complexes.

It is revealed that APLITE, MacroModel, Chimera 2 and MOPAC programs create
identical protonation of amino acids residues in most cases and charge states of respective
amino acid residues turn out to be the same. In contrast, Chimera 1 and Autodock make
protonation completely di�erently and each of these two programs makes it in its own way.
The Reduce program makes the same protonation as programs of the �rst group make
for approximately half of the tested complexes.
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The results show that the method of hydrogen atoms incorporation into the target pro-
tein structure taken from the Protein Data Bank a�ect considerably the results of molec-
ular modelling and, in particular, the calculated protein-ligand binding energy. The dif-
ferences in binding energies can be several dozen of kcal/mol, even if the protonation
(created by di�erent methods) of protein amino acid residues are identical, i.e. the same
amino acid residues have the same charges. Di�erences in positions of hydrogen atoms
added to the protein by di�erent methods are signi�cant. RMSD for all protein hydrogen
atoms is about of 0,7 �A. Moreover, a large part (over a quarter) of all hydrogen atoms
di�er strongly in their positions (1,1 � 1,8 �A).

Taking into account the mobility of protein hydrogen atoms can lead to a signi�cant
change in the binding energy of about dozens of kcal/mol for some complexes and it does
not reduce a strong in�uence of hydrogen atoms incorporation method on the calculated
protein-ligand binding energy.

In addition, the protein hydrogen atoms mobility does not a�ect signi�cantly the value
of RMSD between the locally optimized native (crystallized) ligand position and the initial
native ligand position crystallized in the complex. The in�uence of hydrogen atoms incor-
poration method on the calculated protein-ligand binding energies somewhat reduced by
taking into account interaction with water solvent, but nevertheless binding energies di�er
up to several kcal/mol depending on the hydrogen atoms incorporation method for many
tested complexes. Moreover, the di�erence in binding energies reaches 20 − 30 kcal/mol
for certain complexes even if respective amino acid residues have the same charges but
di�erent hydrogen atoms positions due to usage of di�erent hydrogen atoms incorpora-
tion methods. The di�erent protein hydrogen atoms positions a�ect strongly the docking
results: docked ligand poses as well as the estimated the protein-ligand binding energies
(scores).

It is also shown that the di�erence in binding energies when using two implicit solvent
models, SGB [18, 19] and PCM [20, 21] is only a few kcal/mol for most of the complexes.
So, for the future docking programs with solvent accounting it is possible to use the SGB
solvent model which is faster than the PCM one.

The discovered e�ects of the in�uence of hydrogen atoms incorporation methods should
be considered preparing the three-dimensional full-atomic target protein model and car-
rying out the molecular modelling of the protein-ligand interaction including docking pro-
cedure.
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Î ÂËÈßÍÈÈ ÑÏÎÑÎÁÀ ÏÐÈÃÎÒÎÂËÅÍÈß ÁÅËÊÀ-ÌÈØÅÍÈ
ÍÀ ÑÂßÇÛÂÀÍÈÅ Ñ ÍÈÌ ËÈÃÀÍÄÀ

Ä.Ê. Êóòîâ, Å.Â. Êàòêîâà, À.Â. Ñóëèìîâ, Î.À. Êîíäàêîâà,

Â.Á. Ñóëèìîâ

ÎÎÎ ≪Äèìîíòà≫, ã. Ìîñêâà
Íàó÷íî-èññëåäîâàòåëüñêèé âû÷èñëèòåëüíûé öåíòð, Ìîñêîâñêèé ãîñóäàðñòâåííûé
óíèâåðñèòåò èìåíè Ì.Â Ëîìîíîñîâà, ã. Ìîñêâà

Âûáîð ìåòîäà ïîäãîòîâêè áåëêà-ìèøåíè, â ÷àñòíîñòè, ìåòîä ïðîòîíèðîâàíèÿ
áåëêà, ìîæåò çíà÷èòåëüíî ïîâëèÿòü êàê íà ïðîñòðàíñòâåííîå ðàñïîëîæåíèå
äîáàâëåííûõ àòîìîâ âîäîðîäà, òàê è íà çàðÿäîâûå ñîñòîÿíèÿ îòäåëüíûõ ìîëåêóëÿðíûõ
ãðóïï àìèíîêèñëîòíûõ îñòàòêîâ. Ýòî îçíà÷àåò, ÷òî ïðè âû÷èñëåíèè ýíåðãèè
ñâÿçûâàíèÿ áåëêà è ëèãàíäà ðàçëè÷íûå ñïîñîáû ïîäãîòîâêè áåëêà-ìèøåíè ìîãóò
ïðèâåñòè ê ñóùåñòâåííî ðàçíûì çíà÷åíèÿì ýíåðãèé ñâÿçûâàíèÿ, à â ñëó÷àå äîêèíãà
(ïîçèöèîíèðîâàíèÿ ëèãàíäà â àêòèâíîì öåíòðå áåëêà) � ê ðàçëè÷íûì ïîëîæåíèÿì
ëèãàíäà â àêòèâíîì öåíòðå. Â äàííîé ðàáîòå áûëî ïðîâåäåíî èññëåäîâàíèå âëèÿíèÿ
ñïîñîáà ðàññòàíîâêè àòîìîâ âîäîðîäà â áåëêå-ìèøåíè íà ýíåðãèþ ñâÿçûâàíèÿ áåëîê-
ëèãàíä. Ïðè ýòîì èññëåäîâàëèñü ñëó÷àè, êîãäà âñå àòîìû âîäîðîäà áåëêà-ìèøåíè áûëè
çàôèêñèðîâàíû èëè ïîäâèæíû. Â ðåçóëüòàòå äëÿ òåñòîâîãî íàáîðà áåëêîâ-ìèøåíåé,
ïðèãîòîâëåííûõ øåñòüþ ðàçëè÷íûìè ïðîãðàììàìè, ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî ýíåðãèÿ ñâÿçûâàíèÿ
áåëîê-ëèãàíä ìîæåò ñóùåñòâåííî çàâèñåòü îò ñïîñîáà äîáàâëåíèÿ àòîìîâ âîäîðîäà, è
ðàçëè÷èÿ ìîãóò äîñòèãàòü 100 êêàë/ìîëü. Ïîêàçàíî òàêæå, ÷òî ó÷åò ðàñòâîðèòåëÿ â
îäíîé èç äâóõ êîíòèíóàëüíûõ ìîäåëåé íåñêîëüêî ñãëàæèâàåò ýòè ðàçëè÷èÿ, íî îíè âñå
ðàâíî ìîãóò îêàçàòüñÿ ïîðÿäêà 10−20 êêàë/ìîëü. Áîëåå òîãî, ìû ïîêàçàëè, ÷òî äîêèíã
ëèãàíäà, ïðîâåäåííûé ñ ïîìîùü ïðîãðàììû SOL â çàêðèñòàëëèçîâàííûé ñ íèì áåëîê,
ïðèãîòîâëåííûé ðàçíûìè ñïîñîáàìè, ìîæåò äàòü ñóùåñòâåííî ðàçëè÷íûå ðåçóëüòàòû
êàê ïî ïîçèöèîíèðîâàíèþ ëèãàíäà, òàê è ïî îöåíêå åãî ýíåðãèè ñâÿçûâàíèÿ ñ áåëêîì
â çàâèñèìîñòè îò ñïîñîáà äîáàâëåíèÿ àòîìîâ âîäîðîäà ê áåëêó.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: áåëîê-ìèøåíü; êðèñòàëëè÷åñêàÿ ñòðóêòóðà; ïðîòîíèðîâàíèå;

ýíåðãèÿ ñâÿçûâàíèÿ áåëîê-ëèãàíä; äîêèíã; ñèëîâîå ïîëå.
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